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First of it's kind

Paralegal program
is formally introduced
by Mark Horvath
Winona State College officials and noted
participants, including Chancellor G.
Theodore Mitau of the State College System, formally introduced the new paralegal program at this school. The program
is believed to be the first of its kind in
Minnesota.
DR CARLSON

Carlson
becomes
Ph. D

DR. NEILSEN

Approved by the State College Board last
fall, the paralegal program will meet
the needs of those who wish to become
involved with law at the local, federal
and state levels. It is now specifically
designed to produce law school candidates.

Neilsen
receives
doctorate

Roger A. Carlson, assistant professor
of geography at Winona State College,
received the doctor of philosophy degree
at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
December 4, 1973.

Dennis N. Neilsen, assistant professor
in the geology and earth science department at WSC, received the doctor of
philosophy degree from the University of
North Dakota during December cornmenc em ent.

Dr. Carlson attended high school at Fort
Ransome, North Dakota, and received his,
bachelor's degree in 1960 and, his master's degree in 1963 from the University
of California at Los Angeles.

A native of Minneapolis, Dr. Neilsen received his bachelors degree from Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, Minn.,
and his masters from the.University of
North Dakota.

He taught at Los Angeles City College
before joining the faculty at Winona State
in 1967. He was a Fulbright-Hayes Exchange teacher to England in 1971-72.

Before joining the faculty at WinonaState,
Neilsen taught in Detroit, Michigan secondary schools, and was an instructor at
Gustavus Adolphus. He came to Winona
State in 1970.

Dr. Carlson spent six months in Africa
and Madagascar doing research for his
dissertation; "Agricultural Development
in the Lake Alatra Basin, Malagasy Republic."
Dr. Carlson, his wife, and their six
children live in Winona.

His dissertation, "Quaternary Geology
of Sargent County, North Dakota," is
concerned with the reconstruction of the
glacial history of the region.
Dr. Neilsen, his wife and two Children,

live in Winona.

Week in review

UI

World — National — Local
- Senator Walter Mondale of Minnesota has
announced plans to seek creation of a
Senate committee to look into the "strange
and unanswered questions" concerning
the. energy crisis.
-

Inside
the
changes which are currently taking place in
the curriculum offered by the department,
and the reasons behind them. Story on Page

NURSING PROGRAM ... A look at

4.
FOUR QUEENS ... The Winonan begins a
series on the night life enjoyed by WSC
students, with a look at the spots most often
visited. Story on Page 5.

SPORTS... The basketball team continues
winning, but in a strange manner. The
wrestlers are surprised by Southwest.
Stories on Pages 11 and 12.

LAKE WINONA ... What is going on with the
lake cleansing process during the winter
months? Story on Page 3.

Mondale said that he felt the public was
angry and confused about how these suddent shortages could have occurred so
quickly with such severity. He also said
that he wishes to find out whether it is
real or a contrived situation.

As it now exists, the paralegal program,
which will award a bachelors degree to
its graduates, is interdisciplinary. It involves the departments of sociology, business administration and history, and allows students to select one of three major
areas of concentration--sociology, multilegal services or business administration.
Students can receive credit for internship experiences, which also will serve
additional education in the classroom.

-The program seems to be career oriented,
and could provide emphasis on serving
and working in the local area.
Chancellor Mitau, commenting on the
new program at the ceremonies in Minne
Hall, said that "the program. . . fills
the objectives of both new careers and
regional services concepts." Mitau also
stated that the program will enable students "to prepare for a broad range of
occupations. .. and to deal with change."
Other notables present included Orris
Rinke, member of the SCB, faculty members of WSC and local citizens who assited in developing the program, and two
members of a Sauk Rapids law firm,
who , talked about their experiences as
paralegals.
Rederick Henry, history, has been designated as coordinator for the program.
Department heads involved in the program
include Dr. Meinhard, history; Larry
Connell, sociology; and Dr. Mary Rieder,
business administration.

Spannaus talks
about energy crunch
by Bob Bambenek
Minnesota attorney General WarrenSpannaus says he thinks President Nixon
is incapable of handling the problems
arising out of the energy crisis because
of political contributions made to him
by the major oil companies.
Furthermore, Spannaus told some 35 students at Winona State College, he doesn't
think Nixon is even interested in corrective legislation.
In Minnesota, Spannaus said his staff
has checked out several gasoline price
gouging complaints but hasn't found any
station operators violating the law.
The attorney general says his office has

sent surveyors to 200 private distributors in the state aimed at finding out if
the oil companies operating in Minnesota
have made any attempt to fix prices.
On the gas and fuel price situation in
Minnesota, the attorney general reported
that although his staff has investigated
several complaints in the state, they
have found no violation.
Spannaus had this final comment--"Although fuel and oil prices in many areas
have doubled, none of us like it, it has
been done in a legal fashion."
The attorney general said he urges anyone with a complaint to contact his office
in St. Paul and it will be checked out.

•• •

The city of Winona has decided to purchase a small compact car for the city
manager, rather than the luxury car
originally considered. After a small fuss
was raised concerning this obvious ignoring of the fuel conservation program
the city decided that it would be better
off buying a compact car.
• •
Domination in every phase of the game,
along with an exception running attack,
led the Miami Dolphins to a 24- 7 win
in, the eighth Super Bowl last Suhday,
over the Minnesota Vikings. The Dolphins marched to touchdowns the first
two times they had the ball, and the
Vikings never really threatened until
late in the game. Miami became the
second team to win consecutive Super
Bowls.

•

ENERGY CONSERVATION?...This
picture, taken on a recent night at
WSC, shows that the lights are out
inside, but not on the street. The
college is cutting down
temperatures
in
buildings,

watching the use of state cars, auu
-

generally doing its part to help the
situation. What can students do?
See page 5.
(Photo by John Moe)
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Career day
T.V. station
nee ds stu dents to be held

F.A.C. goes
to court
Coalition
Action
Freedom
President, and Consumer Unit
Chairman Neil Brown, has initiated
legal action against Nash's
clotheirs of Winona.
The F.A.C. Consumer Unit
contends Nash's sold a defective
winter jacket valued at twenty-eight
dollars and fifty cents last
February, 1973.
The jacket, FAC contends,
separated at the seams of the
shoulder and sides, as well as at the
pockets, after a few weeks of wear.
The jacket was returned to Nash's,
who returned ' it to Peters
'SpOrtswear Company for repair.

The Winona State College student
television group is looking for
more members, especially script
writers, reporters, assistant
in-front-of-aand
producers,
camera talent:"
The student television group hopes
to go on the air on a weekly basis
this quarter. Those who are
interested in working for the
student TV group are also eligible
for academic credit for their work
through the audio-visual
communicatioons department.

MORE CANS OR MORE
GARBAGE? ... MPIRG has placed

The jacket was repaired and
returned, in the early Spring. On
November 1st, the jacket was
removed for summer storage. By
November 5 the jacket again
separated at the seams. Where
upon it was areturned to Nash's, for
repair once again. After a few days,
stated the Peters
no
'SpOrisWe'ar''' Company had
of backing the jacket and
Nash's
N
ash's Could do nothing either.
Nash's also stated they had dropped
the line because of problems they
'hacl 'had with the Sportswear
Compa.ny•
When asked to provide the address
of the company, the Nash's
salesman stated he could not, due to
an agreement with the company
covering such matters, an
agreement with a company whose
line they no longer handle. On
December 28, 1973, suit was filed
in Conciliation Court by FAC
President Neil Brown for
restitution of $28.50, naming
Nash's as defendant. The case will
be reviewed on January 28, 1974.

+++++
Biologists at the Chippewa
National Forest in northern
Minnesota report that 72 bald
eagles were hatched from nests in
the forest this year.

A meeting will be held Wednesday
night at 6:30 in Somsen 124.

cans such as the one in this photo in
special areas around campus. To
find out what the purpose is, see the
article below.

are
persons
All interested
encouraged to attend the meeting. If
that is not possible please contact
Connie Davis.

MPIRG begins
recycling project
Have you noticed the recycling
barrels in your dorms? MPIRG has
initiated a recycling project, and
will continue it as long as students
show an inclination to help.
All dorms, except Richards: 1) Deposit only metal - cans, disoluble
trays, etc; 2) Food cans should have
labels removed and should be
flattened. 3) Danger; do not deposit
aerosol cans! 4) Barrels will be
emptied at least once a week.

Richards Hall: 1) For the barrels
that hold metal, follow the
directions the other dorms follow.
2) The bottles barrel (glass) - wash
all bottles and jars. Don't remove
lables. •
If there are any problems call 4545598 ask for Jeff.

Thank
you

Where barrels are located:
Basement of Sheehan, Prentiss Lucas Downstairs, and near the
kitchen in Morey.

IS IT TRUE... that anyone can
create a shortage of some
commodity, simply by telling
people that there is a chance we will
run out of that item?
drunk football player can be a
knockout time, as can be verified by.
one of the Winonan's reporters?

IS IT TRUE... that college girls
write love letters to basketball
players, but won't sign their
names?
IS IT TRUE... that the concession
department reports sales are down
on popcorn, but hot dogs are
stronger than ever at B-ball
games?

reservation is
advance
No
necessary. Anyone having a
problem with transportation may
report to the Placement Bureau in
Gildemeister Hall to arrange for
pooling rides.
Additional information about firms
represented in the Career Day
program can be obtained by
inquiring at the Placement Bureau,
Gildemeister Hall.

The Winonan is written and edited
by and for the students of Winona
State College and is- published
weekly except June, July and
August and exam periods.
Second class postage paid at
Winona Minn. 55987
Address all correspondence to
Editor, Winonan, Winona, State
College.
Offices located at 101 Phelps Hall.
Telephone 457-2158.
Deadline for non-staff copy is 3
p.m. the preceding Friday.
Member of Associated Collegiate
Press and National Educational
Advertising Service Inc.

Editor-
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We cash PERSONAL CHECKS!
(In town or out of town check accounts)
We also have loads of snack items, mix's, ice cold beer,
ice cubes. We stock GIRLIE & BOYIE magazines plus
others, and daily and Sunday papers.

ilioniKSTORE
Our PRICE REBELLION
Book Discount Display

Griesel's Grocery
Your Campus Neighbor
410 Center street
9:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. 7 days a week.
(

has many GOOD REFERENCE and OTHER
BOOKS at

Although these career discussions
are not job interviews, candidates
for positions have an opportunity to
converse with representatives of
several Winona firms which do
employ college graduates.

IS IT TRUE?... that the halls of
Phelps are warmer than the
offices?

IS IT TRUE... that a night with a

The local MPIRG affiliate would
like to thank the WSC students who
paid the one dollar fee for their
financial support. This backing will
enable MPRIG to perform projects
which are of interest to all citizens.

An analysis of pesticides in fish
conducted by the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources
in 1972 shows that levels are
generally low and about the same as
samples taken in 1971.

IS IT
TRUE?

Winona State College students are
encouraged to participate in a joint
College Career- Development
session to be held at St. Mary's
College, the College Center's Hall
of Fame, from .2 to 5 p.m. on
Thursday. Students concerned
about a career have an opportunity
to talk to several of about 70
representatives of Winona
professional and business firms
who will be there for that purpose.

BIG SAVINGS!

See the 99' TOOL SALE
for savings on your tool needs.

AND LOTION SPECIAL
PACQUIN LOTION 10 Oz. Size
Reg. kirk e
for
$1.19 Each
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ONLY $1.00

News Editor . . . . Ramona Frank
Arts Editors .. . Bob Copeland
Katie Sexton
Sports Editor . . . . Jay Strap
Feature Editor . . . Rolf Johnson
Business Manager •••
Bob Bambenek
Advertising Managers
Bill Schulte
Ron Donkers
. Rick Graf
Events Editor . .
. Bob Millea
Cartoonists . . . .
Cheryl Long
. John Moe
PhotographerS .
Bill Baxter
Jim Jaszewski
Reporters .. . . Cathy Hoffman
...Dan Rogers ... Marti Friedrich
. Deb Peters ... Ray Schaffer ...
Joyce Hungerholt ...Paul Bauers
Roxanne Beeman ...Dan Olsen ...
Karen Erickson ... Terri Ryan ...
Jeff Arp ... Steve Tope ... Therese
Maras ... Bill Marx ... Diane
O'Keefe.
Columnists
Jerome
Sharon Overland
Rosemarie Schmidt
Dick Emmanuel
Janet Sill
Advisor

RESEARCH

STUDIO ONE PICTURES
( Reg. Price REDUCED TO $1.00
4.25

$2 PER PAGE

FREE CATALOG
Our up-to-date mail-order catalog listing thousands of topics is available
absolutely free—we'll even pay the
postage! Delivery takes 1 to 2 days.
Write

CLOTHING RUMMAGE SALE
_ has values to $5 ONLY $3.00
.'IT-Shirts reduced
from $2.25 to
.25N,

A,,yr.44.*A. ***** vo.

. Mark Horvath

NAT'L RESEARCH BANK

420 No. Palm Dr., Bev. Hills, Cal. 90210
TELEPHONE: (213) 271.5439
Material is sold for
research purposes only.

;an ...1•C‘ ..9;MM
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Public Administration
majorproposed
by Bill MarxThe
propcised
public
administration major will be
considered by the Academic
Affairs and Curriculum Committee
this Thursday. - The proposed
program has been developed by the
Political Science Department in
cooperation with the Business
Administration and Economics,
Sociology, History, and Psychology
Departments to prepare a student
for a career in administration at
the local, state and national levels of government.

According to the Occupational
Outlook Handbook - 1972-73,
openings in government have
increased from 8.4 to 12.6 million
from 1960 to 1970 and are expected
to increase to 16.8 million by 1980.
This anticipated increase will
provide openings in government for
employees with a public
administration background. The
major would also qualify one for
employment in public relations,
journalism, business and law.

Nelson to speak
Dr. James Nelson, the author of
Human
Medicine, a recent
selection of the Religous Book
Club, will be speaking on "Human
Problems in the Area of Death and
Dying" at the Central United
Methodist Church, Guild Hall in
Winona on Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Dr. Nelson is professor of
Christian Ethics at United
Theological Seminary. In his talk
he will be raising the issues of the
dignity of 'dying, the rights of the
dyingperson, and the applicability
of moral principles to critical

Winona State College Women's
Intercollegiate Basketball team
whipped the University of
Minnesota - Duluth 54-29 in Duluth,
Friday, Jan. 11.
Karen Feye, a 5-5 sophomore from
Easton, Minn., led the Warriors by
-pumping in a game high of 21 points.
Glee Baade was the second highest
scorer for Winona with 13 points.

medical decisions. The Death and
Dying Seminar will be the third
event in a seven seminar series
entitled "Health Care and Human
Values." This seminar series is a
community program primarily
sponsored by United Campus
Ministry and made possible by a
grant from the Minnesota
Humanities Commission.
After Dr. Nelson's address, there
will be ample opportunity for a
discussion of the issues raised by
his talk. The program is free and
the public is encouraged to attend.

Broomball

Decker comments on
energy conservation

to be played
Yes! There will be Intramural
broomball this winter quarter!
The rosters are now available on
the WIIP Board in the Memorial
Hall addition.
Plans for the season include:
double elimination tournament
play, trophies for the top three
finishers, and a possible play off
between the top CST team and our
top intramural team.
The essential equipment pieces afc.an old broom and a pair of boots
with traction!
This activity is for women only
unless we don't get enough teams.
Then it will become co-ed. Play is
scheduled to begin on Thursday,
Jan. 17 tat 6:30 p.m. at CST.
One last reminder: Do not - repeat Do Not borrow your brooms from
the residence hall's janitor's
closets! Any further questions, feel
free to call Kathy LeTourneau at
457-2203 or Kathy Moran at 4572376. We're looking forward to
seeing all of you on the ice or on
your feet on the ice if you can
manage.

IRC closes
The energy situation has claimed
another victim. Because the
college is attempting to conserve
fuel in any manner possible, the
Instructional Resource Center will
be closed on Saturdays until further
notice. Students are encouraged to
use the Center during the week,
until the weekend hours are
resumed.

by Norman J. Decker
Vice President for Administrative Affairs
We are beginning to make considerable progress in efforts to
substantially reduce energy consumption. Most people are giving 100
percent cooperation; only a few have needed a little "prodding." A couple
items of concern have been brought to our attention which seem worthy of
further mention.
1) Portable electric heaters
As the heating has been reduced and the lighting levels diminish ed (about
800 bulbs have been either discofected or removed thus -far), portable
electric heaters are making their appearance in some areas. When we
consider that most bulbs that have been removed are 40 watts and that
most heaters consumer 1500 watts or more, the need to discourage or
actually ban the use of such heaters becomes obvious.
While there is no good solution, it may be necessary for all to wear
warmer clothing. If you are located in an area that has a great deal of draft,
let us know and perhaps something can be done in the way of weather
stripping to help alleviate the problem.
2) Personal use of college cars
I have been,receiving reports of college cars being seen in locations that
suggest the possibility of personal use of college cars. The official state
policy has always been that state cars can only be used for official state
business.
Because we at the college are so very visible to the rest of the community
and always seem to be expected to do more than our "fair share," the
question of using college cars for personal use (thereby consuming
college-purchased gasoline) will always be brought to our attention. At
this point it seems necessary to establish a policy of thoroughly checking
each complaint alleging personal use of college cars.
All in all, the college•eems to be doing very well in reducing consumption
of all forms of energy. Whether we are doing enough can only be
determined at some point when we can look back on our efforts. I want to
thank all of you for the fine cooperation and understanding in assisting in
this difficult, but necessary, task.

for UMD.

The game was the regular season
opener for both teams.
Wsc will host Gustavus Adolphus in
its nextgame Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
In Friday's B-squad action WSC
beat UMD 50-36. Merg_Schmidt and
Joey Kepphad 17 and 11 points,
respectively for Winona.

Shelley Breckinridge had 16 points

Interested In A
50c

New Fraternity?

500•••• WHEN IT SNOWS

e•••
Noun of operation:

This coupon is worth

ACACIA

fifty cent( (50f) towards

Snow conditions permit-

the admission price im-

ting 6:30 - 9:00 p.m.

mediately following a
ly five (5) inches or more

Thurs. S Fri. nights
Admission $1.00 •
1:00 - 5:00 p. m. week•

at die ski hill located in

ends and school

snowfall of appmximate •

East Burns Valley. Winona.
The first twenty -five (25)
skiers wishing to help pack

National Fraternity

is organizing a new chapter at

Single

free!

Family 325. 00

COMING TO WSC

3:3.00

50c:

i

WINONA STATE COLLEGE

- LOOK FOR US -

Season Membership:

the hill may ski absolutely

REDEEMABLE THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE 1973 - 74 SKIING SEASON

L

Next Week

holidays

Admission 31.50

ONE MILE from HOLIDAY INN

BIG VALLEY
RANCH
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Editor's Note: Because of the
recent changes in the nursing
curriculum, and the general
confusion and uncertainty that
seems to be prevailing among some
nursing students, the Winonan felt
it should attempt to clarify and
inform students of just what is
actually happening.
As a result, this two-part series
has been undertaken, Marti
Friedrich is a sophomore nursing
student, who spent numerous hours
talking with some important people
in the department. This is her
report.

by Marti Friedrich
"You have got to be kidding." The
following statement was my initial
reaction upon learning that the
Nursing curriculum was in the
process of revision. I am presently
a sophomore nursing student and
after four quarters of taking
classes like chemistry, zoology
and bacteriology. I was very, very
excited about starting my first
actual Nursing Concepts class. For
me, it was a very big
disappointment to learn that Basic
Concepts would not be offered. All
the sophomore nursing students
received letters during
Thanksgiving vacation notifying
them of the change. Upon returning
after the holiday, it appeared that
all the students were disappointed
and upset, and the word "transfer"
began to appear in many student's
vocabulary. After the initial upset
had worn off, I started giving the
matter serious thought, and I
wasn't satisfied with simply being
told the class would not be offered.
KERRY DRAKE

So says the VA..by
'Alfred Andriola
DON'T COP OUT
Cs VCUR=ELF!
VA WILL GIVE
DRUG TREATMENT
TO 28, obo
VETERANS
THIS YEAR!

Ms. Welch, a member of the
nursing faculty and Rita Roelofs,
the senior nursing representative
supplied answers to some of the
questions I had concerning changes
in the nursing program.
For those of you who are
unfamiliar with the current
program, here is a brief
explanation. Students are first
accepted at WSC, and it is during
Fall Quarter of the sophomore year
that one applies for admission to
the Nursing major. Due to lack of
facilities, teachers and funds, only
seventy students are accepted. A
student must complete specified
requirements during the freshman
year, and then admissions are
made on the basis of college GPA
thus accumulated. ACT scores,
high school rank, three character
references and a personal
interview with the nursing faculty
are also considered. Students are
notified of acceptance around the
end of October of the sophomore
year. Upon acceptance, the course
sequence is as follows: Basic
Concepts I and II (both 5 credit
classes) during the two following
quarters. Six, eleven credit blocks
are then to be completed during the
junior and senior year. For one of
these blocks, Pediatrics, the
student spends on quarter at
Children's Hospital in St. Paul.
As for the revised curriculum, one
of the most important factors
behind the revision appears to be
the matter of accreditation. In the

What will changes in the new
'curriculum include? The present
eleven credit blocks will all be
broken down to several three and
four credit classes. The entire
program will be based upon one
central theme, and each new one
will entail some new aspect
concerning the central them. It
seems in the present program,
much of the material covered in the
courses overlaps;'> and unnecessary
repetition is frequently
encountered.
Consider the student who does
border-line work in one of the eleven
credit blocks. About half of the
student's work might be worth of a
B, while the other half if only C
work. The deciding factor in this
case - the final exam - determines
that the student receives the C. By
breaking down the courses, grades
will be determined for specific
areas rather than the entire eleven
credit block. Therefore the student
might receive five credits of B's
and six credits of C's rather than
eleven credits of C's.

by Almyra Baker

It is anticipated that one student
will be accepted at the Lirerskole
(Teachers College) in Oslo for
1974-75. The Committee selected
as its first Joyce Hungerholt, a
junior from Peterson, Minnesota.
First alternate is Lori Krull, and
Virginia Pease is second alternate.

NURSING STUDENTS ... Although
these girls are smiling, they are
not happy about going to the library

for hours of studying. From left,
they are Beth Kramer, Darlene
Trouten and Virginia Carlson.

For those nursing majors who are
planning to eventually get a
master's in nursing, it might be of
interest to know that many graduate
nursing schools require a minor in
addition to a nursing major.
Starting nursing classes a quarter
or two later would give the student
greater opportunity to get a minor

in another field, or simply to take
more classes of interest. One of the
differences between four year and
two year R.N. programs is that a
four year program provides more
opportunity to receive a liberal
arts background. Take advantage of
it!

Gas tax increase
discussed

Hungerholt chosen
for OSLO exchange
The Oslo Exchange wishes to thank
the students of WSC for their
interest in the Oslo Exchange
Program. The high quality of the
applicants made it difficult to make
the selection.

For information. contact the nearest VA office (check
your phone book) or write. Veterans Administration.
232X. 810 Vermont Ave.. NW, Washington, D.C. 20420

spring of 1975, member s of the
National League of Niirsing will be
here to determine whether our
program will again be accepted for
accreditation. Any nurs ing program
must be in operaTionfcir at least one
year before this can be given.
Therefore, unless the new program
is begun this year, it would be
impossible for it to be granted
accreditation next spring.

by Rick Graf
State Senator Roger Laufenburger,
DFL, Lewiston, Minn., spoke
before an open meeting of the DFL
Executive Committee of Winona
County Thursday night in dining
room E of the Union.

The Committee would welcome
indications of interest in the
program for 1974-75. Should there
be any one that would be willing to
house a Norwegian On the Exchange
Program (or one quarter or longer,
please inform anyone on the
committee.

About 25 DFLers attended the
meeting..
Laufenburger's talk centered on
his state gas tax increase proposal
of five cents a gallon.
will
Legislature
state
The
reconvene under the new split
Jan. 15.
session system on
Laufenburger expressed doubts
as to whether his proposal will be
considered during the second
session, since bills of tax and
appropriation were handled during
the first half of the split session in
1973. It will depend on the Senate

Members of the committee include:
Amanda Aai- estad, Dr. Wedul, Jean
Woodsend, and Almyra Baker as
faculty representatives. Students
on the committee are Frank
Brathen, Tim Cashin, Lori Krull
and Johan Koren.

•
Ito
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Start It Off Right, with
a Stop at the
Valley /kI Maui
Adult Beginner Package
Krystal LTD 880 Skis, Tyrolia Bindings, Reg.

Nordica Boots, Barnecrafter Poles $127.50

sn13 2

a
$4"

Rope Tow Mitts Only
Ski Jackets starting at Only
Limited Number of Ski

.. s ir

• • $29"

Pants. .

Financing available tor students
OPEN Monday & Friday till 9:00 P.M.

Valley fki Maui
1323 GILMORE AVENUE WINONA, MINNESOTA
507-452-1900
55987
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Steering Committee, which meets
Jan. 14. he said. Laufenburger is a
member of the committee.
Most of the controversy arising
from his proposed increase stems
from citizens concerned about the
high cost of gas already, which has
occurred because of the energy
crisis.
Said Laufenburger, "I don't expect
my proposal to stay at five cents.
More than likely it will be cutback
in a committee to two or three
cents."
Laufenburger insisted that such
additional funds are needed to
maintain our highway systems,
especially in the rural areas. which_
he explained is where most of the

funds, if his proposal passes, will be

used. He also added that another
portion of the returns should be
used to renovate or to rebuild
dilapidated bridges in the state. He
cited She bridge - collapse
catastrophe of Mt.Pleasant, Ohio,
which occurred several years ago.
We have got to have enough
foresight, he said, to update some
of the bridges in the state needing
-repairs or rebuilding before.
something like that happens in
Minnesota.

At present, he said, the state has

two sources to get monies for
highway maintenance: auto license
fees and gas tax.
If his proposal passes as a two cent
per gallon increase; the state would
receive a return of 38 million
dollars, of which 29 percent will go
to county governments and nine
Percent to municipalities, leaving
some 12 million dollars to the state.
Even with such a return, he said,
the state will just be able to
maintain its present highway
systems.
Another major concern of the
highways to the senator is the
decline of'the railroad service to
the rural areas. Since 1969, he
said, 470 rural stations have
closed, which means rural areas
must now rely on trucks for
transportation. During the Spring,
(15 March to mid-May), state
highway regulations restrict
trucks from traveling on roads by
tonnage. Ile said, "Many of the

present rural roads, cannot meet
roab tonnagA
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Night life at
Winona State
NOTE:-Throughout winter quarter,
the Winonan Will be printing a
series dealing with the places
frequented by WSC students. This
will be written by students who are
not out to destroy any one
institution, but feel that they can
present a clear, objective picture
of these hangouts."

by Rolf Johnson

One of the largest and most
frequented bars in Winona is the
Four Queens Bar, located in the
Park Plaza Hotel in the heart of the
downtown area.
Before June 1 of last year, only 21
year olds, or seniors were legally
allowed into the Queens, although
this was not strictly enforced, as
was the case in most Winona bars.
Today, the bar is full of students
from the colleges in town, along
with those high school students who
are legally allowed to drink.
The Four Queens has good drinks at
a reasonable price, whiskey sours
for 60 cents, 8 oz. glass of beer .for
25 cents, and martini's for 90
cents. Wednesday is usually ladies,
night, when tequila sunrises can be
purchased for 50 cents. Because of
these prices, students are at the
Queens most nights of the week.
The bar itself is crowded by 9 p.m.,
and as the night goes on, the crowds

Car pools
encouraged

increase. However, as the size of
the crowd grows, the. air seems to
get progres s ively worse. Either the
Queens doesn't have a ventilation
system, or they are being good
Americans and are not using it in
order to conserve energy. The
upper bar and game room are the
worst sections of the place, as far
as bad air is concerned. Anyone
who has played pool in this room
can agree with the fact that it is
hard to see the balls at times, due to
the smoke hanging above the table.
In addition to .this, the people
crowded around the table making it
hard to get a shot off, without being
bumped at just the wrong moment.
A larger room, or the removal of
the useless pinball machines, and a
rearrangement of the tables
present seems to be a possible
answer.
The crowds form a line in and out of
the upper level mainly because of
an oversized round table that sits in
the center of the room. People are
sitting around this monstrosity,
and it is a struggle just to get
around it without tripping on the
chairs or bumping into someone.
Once you enter this area, it is next
to impossible to turn around and
head back, so you flow with the
crowd to the back, and then turn, as
if on a conveyor belt, and head back
to the font of the bar,cand sanity.
The bar is decorated in early nude
wallpaper, complete with statues
and mirrored walls, which add a

In these days of conserving energy.
we are encouraged to try all
methods possible to do our part.
Students are not excluded from this
request, and we do have a way to
help the general situation.

nice touch to the atmosphere of the
place. No matter what time of the
nighta student journeys down to the
Four Queens, he is apt to see a
familiar face. It seems to be a fact

Student Senate news
by Deb Peters

This past weekend, the MSCSA
delegates travelled to St. Cloud for
the regular meeting. In discussing
the reorganization of the MSCSA
constitution WSC delegates
proposed that MSCSA institute a
universal standing committee
structure modeled after that of
WSC.
It was announced that there are
three openings on the athletic
committee and one opening on the
bookstore committee can apply for
the position at the Senate Office.
The Senate unanimously approvtd

Dakota State
seeks art entries
prints,
Paintings,
sculptures,
ceramics and art in all other media
are sought for the fifth annual
Beadle Artists Guild competiton to
be held at Dakota State College here
March 18-29, 1974. ,
"The show is open to all art
students presently enrolled in
colleges and universities in
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, North
Dakota and South Dakota," today
said Rick Janssen, show chairman.
"All media will be considered
including jewelry, glass blowing,

.

The measure
of an order
may be taken
in the measure
of its men.
In the beginning there was
Isaac Hecker.
He founded the order in
1858 and his aim was to create
an order of priests who would
be able to meet the needs of
the North American people as
they arose in each era, each
age. Modern priests who
would be modern men.
Part of the success of this
order, he believed,would lie in
the fact that each man. would
be himself, contributing his
own individual talents in his
own way for the total good.
"The individuality of man,"he
said, "cannot be too great
when he is guided by the
spirit of God."
And that is just what the
Paulists are—individualists.
.We're proud of, ourrmen and
of each and every,individual
,

that most of the WSC students have
been in this bar at one time or
another, and it is this universal
appeal which makes the Queens one
of the most popular spots in town.

the budget for the campus radio
station. The budget was then
presented to the Student Activity
Funds Committee, which in another
week will decide whether to
fund this project. Also the recent
student opinion poll of 700 students
shows that WSC students favor the
idea of a campus radio station at a
ration of 9 to 1! In discussion of the
campus radio station, the point was
made that there would be no
increase in either tuition or student
fees to cover the cost of a radio
station. Funds for this project
would have to be allocated through
the SAFC from monies collected
this year.

When planning to go home for the
weekend, why not try to form a car
pool or riders from the area
surrounding your home town? The
students with cars would like this
idea because i! if a group goes
home, the individual gas bill is
cheaper.he riders are getting a
good deal, because they will pay
less than they would for a bus, and
will still have someone they know to
talk to, rather! than reading old
issues of Newsweek for two to four
hours.
One way to contact those who live in
your area is by placing a sign in the
lobby of the dorms on campus.
Usually, a person with a car will
contact anyone who needs a, ride,)
and a permanent arrangemet can be
worked out. If this fails, the Union.
has a ride board, located outside
the game room. This is equipped
with a map of the state and
surrounding area. People who need
riders or a ride can leave their
name and phone number here, and it
will remain for the entire year. It is
a free service, and can prove
helpful to anyone who takes
advantage of it.
Do your part to help in the gas
shortage, as Johnny Cash would
say. Form a car pool to your home
town, and get a cheaper, and
probably more enjoyable , ride
home.

Interested in a New Fraternity?

ACACIA
FRATERNITY

textiles, drawings and so on. Cash
prizes will be awarded."
Juror will be Fred Bunce,
chairman, South Dakota State
University art department,
Brookings.
Applications should include a color
slide of the entry offered and should
arrive at BAG Art Competition,
Room, 7K, Dakota State College,
Madison, S.D. 57042, before
February 20, 1974, Janssen said.

Is Forming A New Chapter At
Winona State College

contribution—great and small.
Whether the Paulist keeps
boys off city streets by restoring and re-planting a city park
or wins awards for a remarkable TV series—he is responding
to the needs as he sees them.
Wherever he serves—in a
parish or an inner city school
. a youth center or on
campus ... a welfare shelter
or in a prison ... joining a
senior citizens group or in

WE'RE LOOKING FOR THE MAN WHO KNOWS WHAT HE WANTS
FROM COLLEGE LIFE: THE MAN WHO HAS THE
DETERMINATION AND ABILITY TO BUILD HIS OWN
FRATERNITY FROM SCRATCH; IN HIS OWN WAY.
7 G

ACACIA can offer YOU the
following advantages:

radio, television or publishing,
the Paulist is making his own
contribution, and keeping alive
Father Hecker's dream.
After all, there is a lot to
live up to and an order is only
as good as its men.

• • CHARTER MEMBERSHIP
• • IMMEDIATE LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
ID • NO HAZING OR CHILDISH PLEDGE ACTIVITIES
• • ACTIVE PARTICIPATING BY ALL MEMBERS
• • HIGH STANDARDS OF SCHOLARSHIP

For more information send
for THE PAULIST PAPERS—an
exciting new vocation kit of
articles, posters and
recordings.

WANT TO HEAR MORE

Write to:
Father Donald C. Campbell:
Room 101

then stop in and see us next week!
MONDAY, JANUARY 21 — 7:00 p.m. — Conference Room 1 - 2

College Union

TUESuAY, JANUARY 22 7:00 p.m. — Conference Room I - 2 College Union

4,1$ W Asft 59th St., New

,-Nhy;loolw ,•,*

,
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,•• •
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JEROME
Editorials/opinions

Guest editorial
Bill Marx
The Winona City Council recently passed
an ordinance that states as follows:
``No person shall knowingly or when
he has reasonable grounds to know that
it will or will tend to, alarm, anger or
disturb others or provoke and assault
or breach of the peace, in a house or
other building or on a premise by him
occupied, participate in, overlook, permit, contenance, suffer to be committed,
or assist in any rioting, brawling, quarreling, fighting, reveling, shouting, noisemaking, or boisterous or noisy conduct."
The ordinance seems to be designed basically to prevent the disturbing of the
peace of the individual citizen. But it
goes beyond this to place some all-inclusive and potentially dangerous limitations on our behavior.
Even though a member of the police
department said that the ordinance is
used mainly for warning people who are
disturbing the peace, it still gives the
police the potential to have almost complete control over an individual's freedom of speech.
The ordinance was passed a few days
after tlfe so-called riot at Morey-Shephard
Hall last fall. It may have been -designed
as a way of controlling the college students who are shouting in the streets,
but it forbids anyone from shouting even hollering out the door at the kids.
Many of the specifications are stated in

vague terms that are open to the interpertation of the law enforcer. How does
one know when something will "tend to
disturb others?" The dictionary defines
contenance as "an encouraging facial
expression." When is a facial expression encouraging?
The ordinance even makes it illegal for
IA to be apathetic anymore. If we stand
by and watch a riot or listen to someone making noise and forget to call the
police, we are overlooking it and breaking the law.
Ordinances of this sort should be avoided because of their all-inclusive properties. If the person enforcing the law
so desires, he can make almost any
form of noise or any type of distrubance
fit this ordinance.
The fewer ordinances and laws that we
have governing our behavibr, the more
responsibility we are promoting among
our citizens. When we have laws telling
us everything that we can and cannot
do, there is no need for an individual
to decide what is right or what is wrong;
it is all- written down for him. He has
no decisions to make and becomes a
machine - a robot - and does only what
he is to-A.
Perhaps this is an exaggeration of the
circumstances at the present time but
with more ordinances regulating our behavior to the extent that this one can,
we are well on our wayto 1984 of our own.

Time Warped

I'm sure of it now. Nice guys really
db finish last and the Good Samaritan
was played , for a real sucker. What
convincedmme is the rash of rumors
circulating about W. S. C.'s favorite
organized whipping boy: Empire.
According to various rumors, Empire
has gotten into the business of busting
its competition. That's a damned lie.
These rumors originate in a favor the
boys at Empire did for some fellow,
albeit woefully inexperienced, bootleggers. Remember the kegger that was
supposed to be thrown last Friday night
out on East Fifth Street? Thursday afternoon Empire tipped them off to the
fact that the police were aware of the
bash the next night and were far from
pleased. That's all. No threats, no muscling; Empire simply passed on the
information that "the cops were wise,
so watch it." Empire did those people
a favor; in return, Empire was doused
with monkey spit. I think that stinks.
But everybody knows Empire is the original bad organization, sort of a
Junior Mafia, &concerned only with itself
and its corporate treasury. That's also
simply untrue. Of course Empire's concerned with its own well being; what
organization isn't? But as for its only
being interested in feathering its own
nest; well, that's a crock! For the last
three months Empire, in cooperation with
interested organizations and individuals
from all three colleges, has been working
closely with the Chief of Police on a
proposal that would legalize keggers in
Winona (for the _misinformed; keggers
are illegal). Unlicensed sale of liquor,
sale of liquor in a residential zone, and
a whole mess of other violations of federal, state and local statutes). This legalization would take the form of a one
day beer license, available to any organization upon proper application and
payment of the necessary fees. If this
passes we will be able to have our fun

Last year if you stopped in the Student
Senate office you might have heard our
"singing senators" doing a number that
sounded like the old Mickey Mouse clubhouse song, but the words were changed
and ,came out like this: "M - S - C,
C - S - A, M-S-C-S - A. Minnesota
State College Student Association, Minnesota State College Student Association."
Last spring the Senate changed its tune
and MSCSA was no longer something to
sing about. The organization was being
attacked from various sides and was
rapidly falling apart.

Hugo Gernsback is generally credited with
being the father of science fiction, at
least in America. Jules Verne and H.G.
Wells wrote in Europe but some of their
works were read in America. Yet it
remained for Hugo Gernsback to found
the first science fiction magazine, an
event which has a profound affect on the
course of SF, particularly in America.
In 1908, Hugo Gernsback founded the first
magazine in the world devoted to the new
invention of radio, "MOdern Electrics."
In 1911, he ran a story of his own in it
called "Ralph_ 124C 41: A Romance of
the Year 2660." This SF venture was a
great success with the readership of his
magazine so Gernsback ran several other
SF stories during the next few years. A
few appeared in other magazines of that
period as well. Then in 1926, Hugo Germsback founded "Amazing Stories," the first
magazine in the world to be devoted to
science fiction. The magazine was a success, and by 1931, there were nine competing SF magazines in the United States.
Though Gernsback was quite strict in
requiring scientific accuracy in his magazine, other editors were less strict.
A popular phenomenon of the nineteen
thirties was the "space opera". These
were really transplanted Westerns, with
rocketships instead of horses, aliens for
bad guys, and incredible monsters known
as BEMs (short for bug-eyed monsters)
thrown in for good measure. In fact the
term "space opera" is derived from the
terms "horse opera" which is often
applied to Westerns. Buck Rogers and
Flash Gordon were primarily space operas.

The Great Depression of the thirties
struck hard at the rising number of SF
magazines. Many were forced out of business, many changed hands. "Astounding
Stories" was one magazine which went
out of business for a time, and was then
re-opened by another firm. It was placed
under the editorship of John W. Campbell, Jr. when it was re-opened in 1937.
"Astounding Stories," under John Campbell, ushered in the modern era of science
fiction during the nineteen forties, a period sometimes known as the Golden Age
of science fiction.
Hugo Gernsback is known as the father of
science fiction for founding "Amazing
Stories" in 1926. He is honored every
year at the World SF Convention when
the Hugo Awards are awarded by the
vote of SF fans. But John Campbell
is sometimes called the father of modern
science fiction for his editorship of "Astounding Stories," especially during the
periold 1937 through 1950. We will look
at his contributions to SF next time.

without someone being liable for arrest
and prosecution; obviously, a much better
arrangement than the amateur bootlegging
that goes on now.
But to get this ordinance passed we are
going to have to cooperate. That means
lay off the open, advertised keggers which
aggravate citizens and cause complaints
that make us look like a bunch of irresponsible shmucks in the eyes of the city
officials. Empire, TKBB, the Vets Club,
and fraternities have been cooperating
(think--when was the last Empire
Kegger--about three months ago). This
doesn't mean no parties can be held,
just keep Ulm small, private and above
all QUIET. Nothing will ball up the works
as fast as a large, open, loud kegger
in a residential zone; like the one planned
for last Friday. It's unlikely that the police
will be able to tolerate this type of party
any longer. The day of the wide open
kegger has passed; the time for responsibility has arrived.
As for this latest batch of rumors, they
won't affect Empire's operation. Empire
will continue to cooperate with the police
department in almost any way that will
help to pass the temporary license law.
They have not, and will not "squeal"
on anyone planning a party (unnecessary—police officers take classes atWSC
and they most certainly can read a kegger advertisment) and they will work with
anyone who wants to have a party that
won't cause problems with the police.
What's needed now is cooperation! The
Winona Police and particularly Chief Carstenbrock have done everything they can
The next move is ours. Either we show
we can be responsible, show that we are
willing to cooperate or we may find
ourselves with a lot of busted parties,
friends in jail and no alternative to the
outrageous prices charged downtown. If
we blow it, we may all become very
thirsty, very fast.

THE GADFLY
Sharon Overland

by Dick Emanuel

by Jerome Christenson

Winona State's objection to MSCSA at
that time was that a small fee (40 per
student on campus a year) was the dues
paid to the organization by each member college. It was felt that the students
on this campus were not aware of where
their money was going and whether the
money was spent for their benefit. Another objection was that one of the state
college's had a strong-arm rule over
the organization and it tended to care
more about its personal interests rather
than the interests of the state colleges
as a collective group. With these objections in mind the Winona State Student Senate voted to withhold dues from
the organization. By withholding dues Winona State was still a member of MSCSA
but after a grace period would lose its
voting power if it continued to withhold
the dues.
This fall new considerations were brought
before the Senate. The strong-arm member had dropped out. A new president
was presiding over the organization and
talks of restructuring the organization
began. Because of this new hope for
MSCSA, Winona State reinstated its dues.

Now that the preliminaries are over, I
would like to express my feelings about
this organization. I think MSCSA has possibilities of being a strong organization.
It is the collective voice of students
attending the five state colleges which
are Winona, Bemidji, Moorhead, Mankato,
and Southwest, speaking to our State
Capital senators and representatives
through the MSCSA lobbyist. It also speaks
for the students directly to the State College Board and Chancellor Mitau.
MSCSA was established because it was
realized that the state colleges have many
similar needs and that a collective bargaining voice would have more power
than five individual voices asking for various things.
What has this "bargaining organization"
asked for in the past? It has asked and
still is speaking to the problem of keeping tuition down. It acted as the voice
that addressed the Capital on the issues
of liquor on campus. In a meeting I
attended the discussion centered around
athletics and tenure policies for faculty
and administrative members of the state
colleges. ,
I am glad to see that Winona State is
back in MSCSA as a due paying member
and that the organization is working to
iron out its internal problems. As I said
this organization has strong possibilities
of being an effective voice for Minnesota's
State College students. The organization
can only be as strong as its members
make it. If you would like to help build
MSCSA's strength by contributing ideas
talk to your MSCSA delegates here on
campus. You can find out how to reach
them by calling the Student Senate office.
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letters
Comments on art show
In reply to the article from the Dec. 11th
Winonan - "Graduate Student Painting."
The author of this •article has either
not been around very long, or has not
been very observant. I am only a sophomore art student, but I remember several student art shows. Nan Coulter and
Roy Rendahl, who were both seniors at
WSC, had a joint art show in the fall of_
1972. Nancy Speltz had an art show in
the spring of 1973. Dr. Joy Holms'
Jewelry class had a showing of their
jewelery in the Watkins hall this past
fall. There have been many others, but
I do not remember all of their. names.
Student art shows are available to all
art students, but they are strictly voluntary. Usually the show is done with
two or more students, as it would be
too much work for one student to handle.

All work must be submitted one month
in advance, to facilitate printers of brochures; and an appointment for the use
of the hall must be acquired.
Watkins Hall carries many art shows,
some local and many national artists.
It not only is beneficial to the art students, but is meant to be enjoyed by all
students, and the public as well. Everyone is welcome to come over and look
around. There is usually always a show
in progress, and many of the students'
works are displayed on the second floor
of Watkins. It only takes a minute to
stop by. But if there are not enough
students art shows for you, it is only
because not enough students are volunteering.
JAMES WALKER

Objects to pet pollution
While sitting in the SMOG the other day,
I heard a loud ferocious bark that scared
the !*?!! out of me. I recalled earlier
that, same day, I was walking across
campus and stepped on a pile of waste
material, and thought that someone else
must have been more frightened than I.
With the changing of styles these days,
I find it hard to accept some of the so
called fads of this day and age. Two
things I can't stand are: 1) Shoes with
big thick heavy soles and super large
heels that look like they weigh 20 lbs.
each. If I wanted to look like a spaceman, I would have went into aeronautics.
2) All of the so called pets that have

been on campus lately. The owners of
these things must keep a cork in the
south end of the ones facing north, and
pull it out when they get to school. To
survive this changing of the time, I
buy some of those ugly shoes or start
wearing my hip boots.
Although it is sometimes hard to believe, and requires a second thought,
I thought this was an institution of higher
education, not a kennel. Besides, it's
bad enough with all the crap we get
while in class, why must we put up with
it between classes?
JEFF ENOJADO

Keep library science minor
There is a serious problem on campus,
that not many students are aware of.
Unless some action is taken NOW the
Library Science minor will be dropped
from Winona State. Being library students,
we feel this program is worthwhile and
rewarding. Although we have no solution
to the problem may we suggest the following:
----More cooperation between the departments here on campus to familiarize those undecided students with the
Library Science program as a possible
,

minor.
----Perhaps the Instructional Media
minor offered by the Audio-Visual Department could be merged into the Library Science minor.
If the Library Science program is no
longer offered to incoming students, then
Miss Barnett, the most qualified library
instructor, will lose her job.
DEBRA FEINE
PATRICIA SHEEHAN
SUSAN SHELDON

Discusses campus

radio station
The fact that a large majority of WSC
students support the finding and establishment. of a campus radio station is
no longer a secret. In a random survey
conducted by the. Student Senate, of 645
students, 90% responded in favor of a
campus radio station. The only question
to be answered now is whether the voice
of the student body will be
The funding, in part, for the radio station
should come from the Student Activity
Fund. All organizations on campus,
ranging from the Athletic Department to
the Chess Club, compete for a share of
your $15 Students Activity fee. Of these
organizations the Student Senate is the
only organization which speaks for all
the students.
While requests for your money are being
made to pay for the insurance for WSC
athletes and for trophies and awards for

a host of organizations, the Student Senate
request for funds for the radio station
is the only request which has the support
of as much as 90% of the student body
and would benefit nearly the entire campus.
If the philosophy of the Student Activity
Fund Committee and the President's Office
is to allocate your student activity fee
in those areas where the greatest number
of students will receive a benefit, then
it is unlikely that the radio station request will be turned down. However,
with so many organizations requesting
money for their special interest, sufficient funds for the radio station may
be in jeopardy.
Your voice on this issue should assure'
its success and the Student Senate -.is
wholly committed to make your voice
heard.
TIM PENNY

States new
MPIRG program
Do the bills and issues affecting the
Minnesota Legislature have anything to
do with you, a Minnesota college student?
Do you feel that you can afford to sit
back and remain unconcerned about what
is being done with your money, by the
representatives you helped elect, over
issues that, sooner or later, will come
to grips with you and your future existence?
Or do you feel that perhaps you can,
and should, become involved in a vital
process that, like it pr not, does have
a direct bearing on your present and
future life? If so, then consider the idea
behind the involvement • needed between
you and your representatives in order
to achieve a desirable future. As a citizen you are entitled only to one vote,
but the power of "ask and you shall
receive" is a distinct possibility because
of the concern you may show. MPIRG is
going to initiate a program at W.S.C.
to inform you, the student, how to get
the most out of your government.

The program will include:
1) Names and mailing addresses of your
governor, state representative, state senator, U.S. senator, and U.S. representative for Minn., Wis., Iowa, or Illinois
will be available at the MPIRG office.
We will help you find out who they are
if you don't know.
2) We also hope to have a list of major
bills pending before the legislature and
congress in the above states.
3) We will post on the bulletin board
in the Smog, a list and short description of major bills pending, before the
Minnesota Legislature and the U.S. Congress. We will also give the results,
showing how your representatives voted.
Most important, we will inform you through
articles in the Winonan, how you: (a)
might compose an effective letter, (b)
send a public opinion telegram, (c) get
a copy of a bill, (d) how to lobby, and
(e) others. Watch for these articles in
future issues of the Winonan!
Winona State Affiliate of Mpirg
JEFF O'TOOLE
Chairperson

Letters policy
The Winonan accepts letters from readers on any subject that is of interest
or benefits the general student body of
WSC. Letters should be signed, and delivered to the Winonan office no later
than 4 p.m. on Friday, preceding the
week the next issue is forthcoming. Letters need not be typed, although this is
preferred. Profanity will not be allowed,
and letters are subject to editing, for
space pufposes only. Letters will not
be deleted because of their content.

".... IT VAN t9I-IED QUITE. SLOWLY•• ENDING wrri-)1 THE GRIN,14/1-1ICH REMAINED SOME. TIME AMER
114E REST O1 IT HAP GONE. ---1-eW15 CARRou.!G CA-1E51-11n CAT

We encourage you to write. This is the
only way the faculty and administration
has of knowing just what the student body
is thinking. Use the media for your benefit. It is only as strong as you wish
it to be.
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`Siddhartha' i beautiful
Just about the same time that E.M.
Forster wrote "A. Passage to
India," in which some Englishmen
dabbling in Indian religion are
confronted with a vision of
nihilism, Hermann Hesse wrote
"Siddhartha," a picture of India as
a land where everyone speaks in
parables, everyone is on a voyage
to enlightenment. Nowadays
Forster is regarded as a bit too
genteel, and consequently his
unsettling book is less widely read
than Hesse's heady pipedream.
(One could point out that the bands
of Hare Krishna people that roam
New York streets used to be
regarded with shock or
uncomfortable laughter when they
used to attempt trances on
streetcorners and ask for
donations, but are accepted quite
calmly now that they hawk incense_
and candles).

SHASHI KAPOOR IS SIDDHARTHA and Simi Garewal is Kemala....They star in the adaptation of Herman
Hesse's "Siddhartha".

Tri-College film group presents:

"The Kitchen"

Once you accept Hesse'sntion of
India sa an esthete's paradise, you
are bourid to like Conrad Rook's
film "Siddhartha." Visually it is
sheer poetry. Every rock, every
tree, every lake and river, every
human face, even the ground that
pilgrims walk on is lit and
photographed with a clarity and
sensitivity that borders on
reverence. (The color photography
is by Sven Nykvist, who has
photographed most of Ingmar
Bergman's films). Aside from the
sensual beauty of each shot, the

visual story telling is impressive.
The plot is, for the most part, so
simple and clear that the film might
have been done as a silent, using the
evocative soundtrack music and
eliminating the dialogue, because
once the Indian actors, who look so
right and whose acting is so subtle,
begin to speak' English, part of the
mood is broken-.

The British knack for producing
theatre in cinematic terms is given
fine treatment in this awardwinning film. It is the first feature
film of Academy Award winning
short-fim director, James Hill
(Guiseppina). On the surface, the
film is a comedy, packed with all
the funny foibles of mankind that
existby his humanity. But beneath
the funny surface and gay facade,
lurks the darker, involving sides of
life.

example, Siddhartha has left his
teacher and decided to set out on his
own. A low angle shot of him in
silhouette, his arms upraised
against the sombre blue sky, is a
much stronger statement of his new
feeling of freedom that his
shouting, a moment later, "I am
born again today."
At times the artistry of the project
strains credibility. At one point,
for example, Siddhartha goes to
visit a courtesan. "Have you ever
made love before?" she asks him.
"No", "No," he answers. "Have
you ever kissed a woman?" Again,
he answers, "No." But then he goes
at it with astonishing skill and
finesse. The lovemaking scene,
though chaste by recent standards,
is charged with erotic power, and
reminds one of the old New Yorker
cartoon in which an African native
stands in front of a lake whose
waters he has parted, while another
native tells a gaping missionary;
"Pombo learns fast, eh, doctor?"
The Indian cast, led by Shashi

Kapoor

and the exquisite Simi

Garewal, brings to the film a
feeling of authenticity and
emotional credibility. (One
wonders what they really think of
this Western sentimentalization of
their religion). The film is a
faithful reproduction of the novel,
its only shortcomings those of the
book, which are more jarring and
apparent on the screen than on the
printed page.

The dialogue, which seems to have
been taken directly from the novel,
. has a solemn ponderousness that is
easily confused with profundity and
is easier to accept in a book one can
read as quickly as this one than on a
soundtrack. Often the dialogue is
embarrassing, and even more often ,
unnecessary. In one scene, for

The entire story ocurs in a British
hotel kitchen. The kitchen is a
microcosm of humanity, the sexes,
national origins and religious
backgrounds. For some of its
inhabitants, the kitchen is just a
job, a place to work. For others, the
walls of the kitchen circumscribe.
the limits of their world. For most,

FeA,,

V.

the close, hot, steaming kitchen is a
prison. Their fondest dream is
escape. Still, they make no attempt
having no notion to what other world
they might fly, given the chance.
A tribute to the film's artistry is
the fact that much of what happens
is communicated visually. Human
turmoil. Steam. Plates and trays
streaming past the lens. Parade of
waitresses. Rush orders.
Confusion. Crises for speed.
Pressure. Wrong orders. Secondhand messages from angry diners.
Confusion. Doomed attempts to
relieve the tension. More steam.
More food. Greater pressure.
More steam. Faster pace. More
pressure. Ti hiet Afii;st crack. More
pressure. Human

TRI-COLLEGE FILM GROUP presents "The Kitchen" Friday,
January 18 at 7:30 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium. Admission: 750

at the door.

„ ....
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The Arts
By Katie & Bob

Nancy Hauser Dance
Company in residence

The Arts in brief

STARTS WED.
Richard Harris -RodTaYtor
Al Luttyeri - Neville Brand

A.
it"

in a wild rough
western

6

449

0%

The Chimera Theatre in St. Paul is
now in performance with Blithe
Spirit•January 11 - Feb. 3.

STAT E

7:15 & 9:20

The smash comedy hit of the
Broadway stage. Novelist Charles
Condomine invites into his placid
country home a lady medium in
order to learn the language of the
occult. Little does Charles or his
lovely second wife, Ruth, dream
that the seance- staged by the
back
medium will summon

Living it up together on credit
cards

I..

Charles' first wife, now deceased.

Buy now.
Pay never.

was displayed dispite the cold
weather. Keep your eyes and ears
open for the next gathering of the
newfound but much loved "D.B.M.
Rockettes."
+++++
The Student directed One-Acts have
been cast and are in rehearsal.
They are: "Comings and goings"
by T erry Mevan directed by Luette
Rahn; "The Madness of Lady
Bright" by Lanford Wilson
directed by Bob Copland; and "Man
in the Bowler Hat" by A.A. Milne
directed by Mary O'Neill.
Performance dates are set for
Jaunar,■ 31, February 1 and 2 in the
Black Room of the Performing Arts
Building.

The lady from beyond, &till
mischievous appears - a wraith who
torments Charles by reminding
him of their days and nights
together.
+++++
The first meeting of the "D.B.M.
rockettes - WaS held .
February 8 on the lawn across
from our beloved :Arts Building.
Much enthusiasm and a good crowd

IMIREIE
AIRE

SPIRIT
CLIMAX
BLUES
BAND

and

'The Nancy Hauser Dance Company
was in residence in Winona at area
grade schools and high schools.
They held workshops for W.S.C.

and
teachers
and
students
concluded their much to be
remembered stay with a concert
last Sunday night.

Poetry Corner
Lovely Green Mushroom

8 p.m.

23rd

R.F.C.

JANUARY
Senior
Art Show
January
28 to
February
8
Watkins
Gallery

MARY E. SAWYER
LaCrosse Wisconsin

Senior art majors and minors are
invited to participate in W.S.C.
Senior ArtShow. The show is to be
on .0.tfia- 4), , llery
froiti

ga

interested should pick up entry
blanks and rules and regulations
from the Art office, 204 Watkins.
Jan. 21 is the last day to submit

ream of exotic

beauty!"

‘;SIDDIFIARTHA
is an exquisite

,

Advanced Tickets $4.00

—REX REED,

.

Tickets Available at
•

,Wino a .64,
;Stat
.40
Col ege

.

(Two Bands)

Eaten by Warm Lovely Child.
Lovely, Green, Child; Dead.

A Great Comedy for Adults
WED. -SAT.
WIN ONA
7:15-9:20
111111111■111■1111111■11

a

Records
Corner of Mark & Main

A FAME
UNEXCELLED...
A BEAUTY
UNSURPASSED.
A NOVEL BY
HERMANN
HESSE
STARTS WED.
7:15
9:15

*.1

A FILM BY
CONRAD
ROOKS

CINEMA
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Lake work continues

WEEKA1
History Club meets
Phi Alpha Theta and the History
Club are sponsoring a social
gathering with the history faculty at
Holzinger Lodge tonight at 7 p.m.
There will be free refreshments as
well as pool-and ping pong. All are
invited to come and meet your
teacher, outside of the classroom.

Newman notes

All night card party
Up & Company presents the "Short
Branch Saloon Card Party" this
Friday night. Roulette, 500, Poker,
Black Jack and other card games
will be played at this affair, which
begins at 8 p.m. in the Smog.
There will be free food, drinks and
music, along with prizes for the
grand money winners. Everyone is
invited to come down and relax
after midterms.

by Cathy Hoffman
A Newman general meeting was
held on Tuesday, Jan. 8.A. The main
topic of discussion was Greenwich
Village. The theme chosen for the
night is "A Showboat Affair,", in
late- January or early February.
There will be concessions and
entertainment. HELP IS NEEDED!
Check the bulletin board at Newman
for more details and committee
sign up.
A sleigh ride will also be held soon.
All persons interested in playing
guitar for the weekend liturgies are
invited to come and share their
talent with others. Contact Sue
Kovaks or Cathy Hoffman or stop in
at Newman if you can play.
The next meeting will be Jan. 22 at
7 p.m. Greenwich Village plans
will be finalized.

Films shown
Students in the Political Science
Seminar: The Mideast Conflict and
the Energy- Crisis, will be viewing
video-tapes of panel discussions of
the Middle East Studies Association Conference at their next
three class sessions. The three
tapes are titled: Analysis of the
Fourth Arab - Israeli War, the
Military Balance in the Middle East
and The Arabs in. Israel. The
classes are from 7 to 10 p.m.
Wednesday nights (Jan. 16, 23 and
30) in Somsen 322 and are open to

any interested persons.

Snow football
tourney
Football
Snow
The annual
tournament, sponsored by Up & Co.

open for fun and games at Memorial
Hall. Every Wednesday from 6:30
to 9:30 p.m. is the night for the
women's intramural program and
that means all women on the Winona
State campus are more than
welcome to participate in any of the
activities.
This fall Memorial Hall was the
sight for 29 volleyball teams. The
volleyball program lasted from
September 12 through November
14. There was plenty of excitement
throughout the season with the
climax at the playoffs in November.
Incidentally, congrats to all the
players on the Whip's Dip's, this
year's winners.

tion as the oxygen content of the water,
the temperature, the nitrate count, and
the amount of phosphorus present. Committee members say the Air-E-Ators
will likely be put into use in about three
weeks or as they are needed. For the
first time since the start of the project
many months ago, the committee reports that it has run out of funds, and
although only about 2,000 dollars is actually owed at this time, the committee
is concerned because one important part
--of the total project remains to be constructed. That is the fishing pier. To
seek help on the financial end of the
project, the committee has contacted several Winona business firms and is waiting their response.
Meanwhile, the committee will continue to
study the lake, and will be planting additional sunfish in the spring as well as
large northern in Bollar's Lake in the
spring, also.

22-25. The rules are the same as
for flag football, and there is a limit
of 14 players per team.
There will be two games a day to be
held in the late afternoon. All
interested captains should sign up
on the Up & Co. bulletin board,
located in the Union. Trophies will
be awarded to the championship
team.

IM basketball
It's winter quarter again, and that
means that men's intramural
basketball is once again in
progress. As usual, the leagues are
composed of a good portion of the
male population at WSC.
The IM program consists of a dorm
league, and independent, leagues
classified as A, B, and C. Teams
play on Tuesday and Thursday
nights in both old and new Memorial
Hall. A post season tournament is
also being considered.
As can be seen in the photo below,
the competition can be quite
physical, and it always serves as an
outlet of pent up tension
accumulated during the week. Keep
watching the Winonan for results of
men's IM games as the winter goes
on.

is ladies night
Keep your Wednesday evenings

Although Lake Winona is frozen and -snow
covered and not too much has been heard
or said about the lake renovation project
the past couple of weeks, Save Lake
Winona committee members report that
work on the project is continuing. The
recently installed aerators at present
are not in operation, and two reasons
were stated. First, the oxygen contenct
of the lake is reported to be at its highest percentage in rec-Pnt history, due to
the removal of 1/3 of a million pounds
of undesirable fish. And secondly, the
fish that have been planted in the lake
are doing fine without the help of the
aerators. Those two statements are based
on information that is the result of weekly
water chemistry tests that are being
taken at the lake. The chemistry tests
are being conducted by Dick Dahl, a
graduate students at Winona State, and
as a result of the tests committee members are_furnished with such informa-

is scheduled for the week of January

Wednesday night
by Ann Coates

by Bob Bambenek

Winter quarter has brought
women's intramural basketball and
racquetball into the picture. The
number of teams demonstrating
their skills in basketball has
reached 14. We have had about
three weeks of play so far and we
will be finishing the tournament in
February. Racquetball is going
strong with both singles and
doubles tournaments already
started.
Other events already taking place
are badminton, gymnastics and
tennis. And you swimmers can take
advantage of our new facilities too the pool is open from 7 to 9
p.m. Broomball should be starting
within the next few weeks, so there
is still time to get involved in an
outdoor activity. Check in
Memorial Hall for details.

Distributed by Empire

$5 CAN GET YOU $10
WITH FOOD STAMPS
Food Stamps mean more food for people with a small income.
If you are eligible it's your legal right to buy food stamps at a discount or get them free.
WHO GETS FOOD STAMPS?
Food stamps are for people who
support a big family on a small income. Or for elderly people who
earn little and live on Social Security. Or for anybody with a
small income who is eligible. Depending on your income, the government sells you food stamps at
a big discount or gives them to
you free.
AS GOOD AS MONEY.
Food stamps are like money. You
use them to buy food as if they
were cash. They stretch your food
dollars and let you feed your family better. With food stamps you
can get twice as much food for
your family without spending any
more money.
GOOD AT MOST
GROCERY STORES.
Almost all food stores take food
stamps for food purchases. It's a
good deal for the store because it
increases total buSiness when you
use food stamps to buy extra food.

YOU HAVE A LEGAL RIGHT
TO FOOD STAMPS.
Your legal right to food stamps is
protected by Federal Law. In addition, you have a legal right to get
food stamps as soon as you move
to a new area. And you have a
legal right to a quick decision on
your application for food stamps.
FIND OUT IF YOUR FAMILY
IS ELIGIBLE NOW.
You do not have to be unemployed or on welfare to be eligible for
food stamps. However, you should
check with your local welfare office to find out whether you are
eligible, where to go and what to
do. In some areas, the local welfare office even gives out or sells
the stamps. If you run into any
problems, write:
FOOD STAMPS
ROOM 301
1424 16th STREET N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036
Don't cheat your family out of better
meals for less money. Remember:
$5 can get you $10 with food stamps.

for you by PUBLIC COMMUNICATION, INC., 2005 L Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 2003E
Prepared in cooperation with the National Welfare Rights Organization, Washington, D.C.
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gets by
Moorhead

Warriors slip
past Bemidji

by Dan Olsen
Fighting back from a 40 33 deficit
-

at half time the Warriors went on to

shake off a cold first half and go onto

the half. Jeff Crouse picked up
three early fouls and was replaced
by Al Schiesser and Jeff
Youngbauer, who came in and did a
fine job.

defeat Bemidji State 70-64 Friday
night at Memorial Hall.

With about five minutes gone in the

by Dan Olsen
Approximately 3,000 partisan
Warrior fans saw Winona State

second half the Warriors completely

Bemidji set the tenwo of the game

clia- nged the style of play starting to
hit the big men with some fine
passes. WSC pulled within one
point, 44-43, with 13:47 left and took
the lead with 11:50 left. Bemidji
battled back to take a two point lead
but Winona took it back, 54-52, with
6:50 remaining and held on to 7064.

early, with junior -Frank Icopetka
hitting deadly well from the field.
The Warriors dropped to a 11 point
point deficit at the 10 minute mark
in the first half.

Leading scorer for the , night was
Werner Giesen with 22 points. Paul
Sir and Gus Johnson were close
behind with 18 each.

Six foot 8 inch junior Werner
Giesen, in his second career start
replacing the ailing Mark Nordin,
got a hot hand, and with help from
Gus Johnson and Paul Sir, pulled
the Warriors within six points at

Leading rebounder was again Gus
Johnson with 17 and Werner Giesen
pulled down 10. "The Cat" also
displayed his shot blocking talent,
blocking six shots and intimidating
the Beavers all night.

Bemidji State was the only
undefeated team in the state going
into Friday nights game with an 8-0
record. It was the first conference
game of the 1973-74 season for the
Warriors who are two-time
defending NIC champs.

boost their season record to 6-3,
and their NIC mark to 2-0 by
defeating Moorhead State W-73
in Memorial Hall Saturday night.
Another cold first half plagued the
Warriors as Jim Bowen,
Moorhead's outstanding 6'3"
center scored 18 points. Bowen
went on to score 28 total points.
Like Friday night the Warriors
changed the tempo of the game in
the second half with some great
assists.Setup on ,a pass from Jeff
Crouse, Gus Johnson picked the
ball up off the front of the rim and
dropped it in for the score. It was a
very big play as it brought the fans,
to their feet and sparked the
players.
The Warriors hit 12 of their last 14
points from the free throw line. Jeff
Crouse hit a perfect 8 for 8 all in the
closing minutes.
Crouse who hit numerous long
jumpers, in just the crucial times
finished with 26 points. Paul Sir
was close behind with 20.
Roscoe Young had a good night with
16 points and 14 rebounds. Gus
Johnson finished with 10 points, 13
rebounds and 8 imp'ortant blocked
shots.
Werner Giesen had a cool night
from the floor finishing with 8
points bringing his conference
average to 15.
Coach Wothke had this to say about
the game, "This coming from
behind in two straight games is an
excellent sign of a good ball club.
This club, makes errors but it
doesn't lose its p,oise:

VICTORIOUS.
His hand raised
_high, Mal Squires tastes the sweet
wine of victory as he defeats
his Southwest opponent in a de-

cision, 9 . - 7. It was not enough,
however, as the Warrior$Iwgre defeated 22 - 12 , by the Golden
Mustangs. (Photo by John Moe)

Southwest sur r1144.01
► SC intitmen
St'

•-!!)

by Mark Horvath
Winona State's wrestlers, opening
their conference season at home
last Friday night, were upset by
Southwest State 22-12. It was the
first time that Southwest wrestlers
have ever beaten the Warriors.
Southwest's Golden Mustangs won
the first three matches, as
Winona's Dave Parker was
defeated 6-4, and Craig Bencke
(126) was pinned. Kelly Stephens
(134) was surprised by Kerry
McKnight of Southwest, 13-2.
Mal Squires achieved the first
Warriors victory of the night, when
he dumped his opponent 9-7.
However, Lynn Babcock (150) and
Darryl Knudson (158) were both
decisioned, and this spelled doom
for the wrestlers.

orn 101
.qu ngia•
Dave Oelkers, Craig Halvorson and
Ernie Middleton . . . helped: A. the
Warrior cause by winning -Jbe.next
three matches, and kept , J•their
individual records perfect in the
process.
Oelkers won by a decision, 7-3,
Halvorson won at 177. 8-4, and
Middleton blanked his opponent 7-0.
Halvorson and Middleton are the
reigning conference champs in
their respective weight classes.
In the heavyweight match, a third
period reverse by Southwest's
Jerry Reker led to defeat for WSC
gr-appitr Dan Malm.
The wrestlers journey to Mankato
State for a meet next Thurday night,
and return home on Friday to face
UM-Morris.

we've
way
Considering the
practiced lately, and the three week
layoff, I'd have to say these two
wins have been very satisfying."

BREAKAWAY.
75 win
Roscoe Young the Warriors to an 86
scores and easy two as he scores over Southwest State. Details on
a career high of 34 points to lead page 12. (Photo by John Moe)
-

Kappa Delta

PANCAKE
SPECIAL

Pi notes
by Joan Broadwater

All You Can Eat

The December meeting of Kappa
Delta Pi was held on December
11 at 6:30 in dining rooms A and
B.

800

At our next meeting our winter
initiation will be held. We will have
a speaker who was once teacher of
the year, demonstrate with some of
her 6th grade- students, steps she
uses in some of her music
techniques. It should be very
interesting and enjoyable for all.

FISH-ALL

MEETING
FACILITIES

witn

POTATOES

SPECIALS
With
Coupon

SALAD, ROLL
& BEVERAGE

$1.49
11:00 a.m. -2 a.m.

ALL DAY

Ideas for a yearly project were
discussed. Since all members are
interested in MPIRG, it was agreed
that we check with Jeff O'Toole to
see how our organization could be
of benefit.
We also discussed the possibility of
establishing a Kappa Delta Pi
Scholarship Fund. Letters will be
addressed at a future meeting to
alumni members of Kappa Delta Pi
asking for donations.

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY
SPECIAL'

ON TOP. •
Ernie Middleton,
on top throughout his match, defeated his foe 7 - 0 last Friday

night and kept his season record
clean in individual matches.

TRANSENDENTAL
MEDITATION

A FREE Presentation
Explaining a fourth state
of consciousness
RESTFUL ALERTNESS

r

THURSDAY
SPECIAL

CHEF CAKES

OP E N
c,2 4;

;,

Ffel dRsir r I
All You Can Eat

750
ALL DAY
I

A
-DAY

FRIDAY
SPECIAL

and its practical benefits.

FISH-ALL

W.S.C.
LIBRARY

with

POTATOES
SALAD, ROLL
& BEVERAGE

$11.49

L 11:00 a.m. - 2 a.m.

7:30 p.m. Tues., Jan. 15th-,, ,
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WSC dumps

SPORES
What's the score?
by Mark Horvath
Well what doyou know? Here I was, all set to write about the problems
with the basketball team, and they go and play a good game against
Southwest. I mean it. The Warriors actually played a good game, for the
entire forty minutes.
This has not been the case in recent weeks. Fans were quite concerned
about the way the team was performing. They had a perfect right to feel
this way. The Warriors (prior to Saturday night) played like a bunch of
cocky and overconfident jocks. Each game was an exercise in
showmanship, and some of the antics seen on the court would have been
more at home on the Delta Queen. Sure, we were winning, but it was not the
kind of victory that left a person satisfied. In some cases, it seemed as
though the other team played harder, and yet we won.
Fans began comparing this team to its predecessors. In the past, WSC
players hustled at both ends of the court for the entire game. They worked,
they scrapped, and they earned the applause and attention the fans
showered upon them. This has not been the case this year.
A Warrior game in 1974 is full of one hand catches, bad passing, loafing
and crowd baiting tactics. Games such as "who can be last off the court"
and "Look, I'm injured" are popular. Between flying towels 'tend faked
injuries, even the Hollywood pros would have trouble selecting a choice of
"Best Actor." .

The fans lose out here. They are expected to applaud someone who
writhes on the floor instead of the guy who hustles his butt off. They come
to see basketball, and are treated to the "WSC Follies." They are
watching a team that is touted as the best in the conference, and plays as if
it is quite aware of that fact.
It could be that the corner has finally been turned. Coach Wothke has been
critical of the players these past few weeks, and it seems as though
something haS gotten through. Against Southwest (generally considered
the doormat of the conference) the Warriors were forced to play
basketball. A thing called pride (apparently missing earlier this year)
finally took over the minds of this team. A loss to Southwest would be a
blow to the pride of this team, not to mention the attention this would
receive around the state.
As a result, the Warriors played a good game, at least in the second half.
By that time it was apparent that Southwest was indeed capable of defeating
the Winona five. So the Warriors hustled a bit, began to work as a team, and
pulled away to victory.
Tim will tell if this was the turning point for this season. It very well could
be. For our sake, I hope it is. With all those road games in February, it
could be a long winter for basketball fans unless things change.

Southwest
by Mark Horvath
The Winona State basketball team
continued its winning ways
Saturday night, as they pulled away
from an inspired Southwest State
five to romp to a 86-75 win. It was
the 27th straight win in the new
Memorial Hall, and raised the
season log of the Warrors to 8-3.
The game started out as all WSC
games have begun lately. Southwest
managed to keep pace with the
Warriors throughout the first half,
even taking leads from time to
time. After Jeff Crouse fouled a
Mustang with one second left in the
half, Southwest was able to cut the
margin to one, at 35-34. At this
point, it seemed to be anybody's
game.
The second half was a continuation
of the first, as the Warriors would
seem to be on the verge of pulling
away when Southwest would hit a
few baskets and be right back in
striking distance. It wasn't until the
final five minutes that the Warrors
put together a string of ten
consecutive points, and then added
6 more. to finally break the game
open.
Roscoe Young, Gus Johnson, and
Werner Giesen, the forward line of
the Warriors, combined for 76
points on the night. Young scored a
career high of 34 points, with 19 of
these coming in the second half.
Johnson poured in 26 points, many
of these occurring on timely tip-ins
of errant shots and pulled down 22
rebounds to help the Warriors
dominate the boards.. Giesen,
improving in every game, scored
16 point on the night, and held the
Mustangs Frank Belmont
scoreless in the first half.
Paul Sir did not see action at all
Saturday night, due to a case of
bronchitis, the same illness that
has plagued Mark Nordin for the
past month. Jeff Youngbauer
started in Sir's place, and seemed
to spark the Warriors to -a more
hustling type of game than has been
seen recently.
The Warriors return to the
basketball wars tonight with a game
at UM-Morris. They return home
Thursday, to host UW-Stout, the
last team to beat the Warriors at
home.

OPEN WIDE
AND SAY AN.
McDonald's Big Mac. The best-tasting big sandwich
the world has. ever knov\,n. Well. at least the
campus has ever known.

Classified ad rates: $1 for first 15
words. Each additional word $.05.
All ads should be submitted to 101 Phelps or call 4572158. Ads must be paid in advance.

FOR SALE
WE ARE THE GUITARS FRIEND, a
mail order guide to acoustic
instruments and accessories. We
carry guitars as Martin, Guild,
Gibson, Ovation, Yamaha, Rohner
Harps, Dulamers, recorders,
banjos, books and more -- and
discount25percent. Our catalogue
will be sent free upon request.
Guitars Friend, 1240 Stockbridge,
Michigan, 49285.
Australia,
OVERSEAS JOBS
Europe, S. America, Africa.
Students all professions and
occupations, $700 to $3,000
monthly. Expenses paid, overtime.
Free information. Write: Travel
World Research Co., Dept. A-25,
P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera, CA.
94925.
-

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY: I am restoring a
1941 Ford passenger car and need
another 1941 Ford car for parts any condition. I have cash waiting
for you. Please call 454-1634.

REACHING HIGH ... Gus Johnson outstretches the Mustang opponent,
Frank Belmont, to get the opening tip of the second half for the Warriors.
The WSC five pulled away in the second half to win 86-75 over the Golden
Mustangs. (Photo by John Moe)

Warriors squeak

by Stevens Point
by Dan Olsen
senior from
Roscoe Young,
Park Forest, Ill., led the way for
the Warriors as they nipped
Stevens Point 76-70.
Young scored a career high of 29
points, had seven steals, and three
assists on the night. Jeff Crouse
and Paul Sir were the only other
Warriors in double figures with 17
and 11 respectively.
For the third straight game the
Warriors have come from behind.
Stevens Point, with a mediocre 5-5
record going into the game took a
18 9 lead early. The Warriors went
-

Classified ads
WANTED: Interested in helping a
. good cause? Will you donate the use
of your van or truck for one hour a
week to be used for the transporting
of containers of recyclable
materials. We'll work out time with
you. Call 454-5598 (Mpirg).

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED?
We can help you. Free confidential,
non - sectarian service. Call
BIRTHRIGHT, 452-2421.

ahead with 6:01 left in the hlaf on a
jumper by Young.

Opening the
second half the
Wirriors built the lead to 64-48 but
the 17 second-half turnovers cut the
lead to 73-68 before the Warriors
ran the clock dry.
Mark Nordin, the 6'7" junior
forward was out of action for the__
third straight game as he suffered a
relapse of the bronchitis he had just
after the Holidays. Nordin was
admitted-to Community Memorial
Hospital on the day of the Stevens
Point game. The Warriors miss the
fire-up, aggressive play of Nordin,
who was averaging 16.4 points a
game. He may be just the spark they
need, to get some emotions going.
Coach Wothke was very displeased
with the win saying that the
Warriors lack desire and the killer
instinct.
A poor crowd filled Memorial Hall
to atiout 50 percent capacity, made

very little noise, and did much more
grunibling when Stevens Point
rallied, than cheering when the
Warriors would score.

Door to
your future.

GOT A PROBLEM? Or just wanna
talk. Call Y.E.S. Phone 452-5590.
EUROPE: Summer '74 Most
Economical way! Write: Box 1339
College of St. Thomas, St. Paul,
Minn. 55015.
NEED MONEY? Work your own
hours at your own speed. For
further information contact: John
C. Heublein, Rushford, Minn. Call.
864-9272 between 6 and 10 p.m.

Take stock in America.

Buy U.S. Shvings Bonds.

